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Agenda

▪ Welcome and Introductions

▪ Learning Outcomes

▪ Presentation: 
• Patricia Benner, R.N., Ph.D., FAAN

University of California School of Nursing
• Vivian Campagna, MSN, RN-BC, CCM 

Chief Industry Relations Officer, CCMC
• Question and Answer Session
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Audience Notes

There is no call-in number for today’s event. Audio is by 
streaming only. Please use your computer speakers, or you may 
prefer to use headphones. There is a troubleshooting guide in 
the tab to the left of your screen. Please refresh your screen if 
slides don’t appear to advance.
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Audience Notes

▪ A recording of today’s session will be posted within one week 
to the Commission’s website, www.ccmcertification.org

▪ One  CCM continuing education credit for board-certified case 
managers (CCM) and one ANCC nursing contact hour 
continuing education credit is available for today’s webinar 
only to those who registered in advance and are participating 
today. 
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Learning Outcomes Overview

After the webinar, participants will be able to:

1. Provide at least three practice-based examples of facilitating the (1) mentee’s relational and 
engagement skills with patients/families; and (2) mentee’s interviewing and questioning 
strategies that facilitate knowledge and understanding of the learning and information needs 
of patients and families in the mentee’s cases.

2. Identify at least five major areas of local practical/practice knowledge needed in your 
specific “curriculum” for case manager mentees in your particular case management practice. 

3. Develop a plan for facilitating teaching and learning of the major domains of learning and 
practice for mentees in the case manager's particular practice, identifying and articulating (1) 
major aims, goals and functions of case management in the particular practice; and (2) ways 
of teaching and guiding experiential learning for areas of practical/practice knowledge in 
specific patient population of the case manager.
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Getting started with mentorship
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Mentoring resources from CCMC
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Develop Others Toolkit
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Sample Mentoring 
Agreement



…and more resources for mentoring
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PLUS additional resource links:
• The CCM Quick Guide, including the definition and 

philosophy of case management, scope of practice 
overview, CCM exam knowledge domains and Code 
of Professional Conduct for Case Managers 

• A Pocket Prep Map to create a study roadmap for 
your journey 

• CCMC’s official CCM Glossary App

• Quick Overview videos to “Get Certified” and 
“Develop Others” 

• Workforce Development Assessment tool 

• Blogs to inspire and share tips for preparing for the 
CCM exam 

• Free webinar recordings, issue briefs, podcasts, 
toolkits and resources to stimulate discussion or use 
for a brown-bag lunch CCM Glossary App
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Identifying the Local, Specific Domains 
of Practice in A Case Management 

Practice

• In addition to the specialty nursing and medical knowledge 
required by case managers, much local practice/practical 
knowledge is required. 

• Mentoring in case management is essential because case 
management requires so much informal local knowledge.

• Much of the knowledge of case management is 
unarticulated…hidden, non adequately captured in job 
descriptions or procedure guidelines. 



Using the Comprehensive and Unique 
Care Demands of Military Transport 

System of The Care of Wounded 
Servicemen

• Never has communication from one agency to another 
been higher or more complex. 

• I will use this new complex form of case management to 
consider the possible and probable demands of the case 
manager role.  



Case Management has Become a Key 
Source of Organizational Reliability in 

High Tech, Specialty Medicine

• Inherent collisions/cross-purposes between 
managerialism and standardized routines, over-
simplification enemy of high reliability organizations with 
cultures of safety, mindfulness, and continuous quality 
improvement 

• Case Management a resource for increasing reliability in 
complex, risky, health care environments. 



Self as member-
participant with 

knowledge, skilled 
know-how & internal 
notions of excellent 

practice

Agency
Character

Citizen professional 
Identity

Skilled Know-how
Situational Reasoning & 

Judgment,  Socially 
Embedded knowledge

Create a Culture of Prevention, Quality, 
and Patient Well-being…Civic 

Professionalism

Agency
Character

Citizen professional 
Identity

Situational Awareness
Skilled Know-how

Situational Reasoning & 
Judgment,  Socially 

Embedded knowledge



Catching up with High Reliability and 
Positive Deviation Research in Quality 

Improvement Science

• 1987:HRO introduced by G.L. Rochlin, T.R. La Porte, & Karlene 
H. Roberts, Carrier Flight Operation at Sea. Naval College 
Review 40: 614-624.

• 23 years Lag 

• 2006 HRO introduced to Health Care Safety: Madsen, P. , 
Desai, V., Karlene H. Roberts, and D. Wong: Mitigating 
Hazards in Pediatric ICU. Organizational Science 17: 239-248



Case Manager Role: Managing Patient 
Transitions

• Wounded Servicemember Transitions:

• From: Infield war injury, acute care and recovery, 
rehabilitation, and return to home or long-term care.



Case Management Role: Meeting, 
Knowing, and Tracking Patients’ Illness-

Rehab Trajectory

• Discontinuity, mis-information, and information gaps are 
key patient care quality issues in case management.



Case Manager’s Role: Simplifying 

Point(s) of Contact Between 
Institutions

• Developing local knowledge between organizational 
points of contact. 

• Identifying singular organizational point of contact for 
troubleshooting and problem solving. 



Case Manager Role:  Knowing Patient 
and Integrating and Coordinating Care

• Patient and family strengths.

• Functional care needs.

• Patient/family Concerns



Case Manager Role:  Patient Advocate

• Patient education and information needs are complex and 
often overwhelming for patients and families.

• Assertiveness training for patients and families won’t work 
when they have great primary and secondary ignorance.

• Active listening, attentiveness and curiosity required for 
effective patient advocacy.

• Keep  track of  frequent “problem areas”

• Inform the system when there is “push back” for advocacy!



Case Manager Role:  Advocating for 
Supportive Living Environments

• This takes clinical and lifeworld imagination and…

• Good assessments of living environments…including 
transportation, social contacts and many more. 



Articulating Local Knowledge, Making 
All  Aspects of the Case Manager Role 

Public…Visible to Mentee, to Self

• Case management is a relatively new nursing role, at 
least in formal positions.

• Making the knowledge, skilled-know-how, and local 
knowledge are central roles of all case managers, and 
especially case manager mentors. 
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Thank you!

• Please fill out the survey after today’s session

• Those who signed up for continuing 

education will receive an evaluation from the 

Commission. 

• A recording of today’s webinar and slides will 

be available in one week at 
http://ccmcertification.org

Commission for Case Manager Certification

1120 Route 73, Suite 200, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054

1-856-380-6836  • Email: ccmchq@ccmcertification.org

www.ccmcertification.org
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